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Thirty years of change
I first went to the People’s Republic in April 
1976 and have been visiting almost every 
year since. A camera has been my 
constant companion, and during the last 
few years I realised that I could go back 
and attempt to reproduce photographic 
shots from as far as possible exactly the 
















 Just east of Wangfujing crossroads











































 Outside Gugong Wall






















































 Chunxijie corner Dongda 








 Donghuazhengjie corner Shunchengdajie 








 Tijingjie corner Shuncheng dajie 

















 Nanjing Road Bridge



























 Outside Taiping Tianguo History Museum




































 Songjiang was an older city in the delta, later incorporated in the 
expansion of Shanghai
 Songjiang is currently being developed as a new urban area based on 
higher education and a series of ‘model’ European villages. Thamestown 






 One bridge back from the confluence with the 
Huangpu








 Yingzedajie Bridge over Fenhe





 Right hand bridge was built by Yan Xishan















 Yingze dajie 








 Yingzedajie Bridge over Fenhe





 In 1997 the river bed was reclaimed; a highway built to assist traffic 
round the city; a park developed alongside the highway, with a reservoir 
created in the old river bed, sourced by water piped from the Yellow 






 Looking east 








 Shanxi Grand Hotel


















 Yingze dajie 
 Looking west 


















 Bingjiangdao, in former French Concession 
area.
 Central shopping district.
 Corner of Bingjiangdao with Hepinglu, walking 









 Central shopping district.
 Date
 February 1979
 October 2008


